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Harris Corporation is a leading technology innovator, solving customers’
toughest mission-critical challenges by providing solutions that connect,
inform and protect. Harris supports government and commercial
customers around the world. Learn more at harris.com.
In Australia, Harris has a diverse, broadbased capabilities set that include sales,
research and development, engineering,
manufacturing, sustainment and
comprehensive support services.
Harris is a proud designer and supplier of
tactical communications technology and
engineering services for the long-term
modernization programs of Australia’s
Department of Defence.

Harris has served government and
commercial customers across Australia for
more than 25 years. Today, Harris has four
facilities in three major cities – including
a 10,000 square-meter Logistic Centre
– and employs about 240 professionals
who understand the unique needs and
challenges of customers in the region.

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS
FOR AUSTRALIAN CUSTOMERS
DEFENCE SOLUTIONS

GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS

Harris is the leading supplier of tactical
radio communications systems for
Australia’s military forces. Under the Land
200 contract, Harris is developing and
delivering the tactical communications
network for the Australian Defence
Force into the next decade. This includes
providing the battle-proven Falcon® radio
family.

Harris provides geospatially-based
analytics, insights, and answers with
automated tools that make sense of
geospatial data overloads. As the leader
in image science, Harris’ scientificallyproven ENVI® analytics software can be
used to extract actionable information
from geospatial data while our custom
data solutions are developed to meet
mission-specific requirements. Harris’
Geiger-mode LiDAR sensor collects highresolution data faster and more cost
effectively than traditional sensors.

Harris Night Vision and Integrated
Soldier systems – with augmented reality
and network integration – provide the
warfighter with unrivaled situational
awareness and an edge in combat. These
systems enable heads-up operations and
deliver fully networked, shared situational
awareness, from sensor to commander.

• Custom Geospatial Software Solutions

WEATHER AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SENSING

The Harris office in Melbourne, Australia,
is the technology centre for the company’s
C4I business and the SwitchplusIP®
product, which provides interoperable
communications in applications from
tactical environments to large, fixed-site
national command and control centres.
Customers are also turning to Harris for
integrated, multispectral situational
awareness solutions that blend radars,
sonars and sensors to help defeat current
and emerging threats along maritime
borders.
• C4I Systems, Tactical Radios, Night
Vision Equipment
• Electronic Warfare Systems
• Undersea Systems, Radars
• Border Security Systems
• Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance Systems
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• Voice Communication Systems
• System Wide Information Management
• Airport and Airline
Operations Management

Harris facilities in Australia support
program execution, system and
vehicular integration, as well as training,
maintenance, logistic services, business
development and government relations.

Harris designs advanced technologies that
capture, analyze and visualize data from
every altitude to improve understanding
of weather and climate, and enhance
Earth observation. Harris electro-optical
payloads and sensors are on multiple
next-generation weather systems,
including Japan's Himawari weather
satellites.

Brisbane
Canberra
Melbourne

• Spaceborne Weather and Climate
Sensors and Payloads
• Ground Processing and Distribution
• Weather Data Analytics

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Harris' solutions connect systems and
operations across regions to provide
secure, scalable air traffic growth. They
improve communications, reduce carbon
emissions and increase situational
awareness.
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• Telecommunications Infrastructure
and Services

LOCATIONS

• Nationwide Mapping (LiDAR)
• Geospatial Analytics

Harris is a key electronic warfare partner
to the Australian Defence Force across
maritime, land and air domains. Harris
electronic support measure solutions
protect key platforms of the Royal
Australian Navy and Royal Australian
Air Force, while Harris force protection
electronic counter measures protect the
Australian Army.

Harris Air Traffic Management Technology
integrates all voice communications and
alarm and telemetry monitoring for the
Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting station at
Newman Airport in Australia.
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Harris Defence Australia (HQ)
375 MacArthur Avenue,
Hamilton, Queensland 4007, Australia
Harris Defence Australia – Canberra
10 National Circuit, Barton, ACT 2600,
Australia
+61 7 3253 2000
australia_enquiry@harris.com
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